
Opening Speech
Right of reply



Opening Speech
• Вступительная речь делегата по 
вопросу повестки дня

• Продолжительность – 1-1.5 мин
• В свою речь можно включить

• Краткое описание проблемы
• Отношение Вашей страны к 
проблеме

• Обращение к остальным 
странам и призыв решить 
проблему



Good opening speech Этот документ можно посмотреть в 
группе SPIMUN в Вконтакте

Honorable Secretary General, respected chairs, fellow delegates, dear friends and guests of the house,
The delegation of the People’s Republic of China is highly proud to be present at the 2020 Saint Petersburg 
International Model UN conference. 
The house is to discuss some exceedingly significant problems, and China would like to speak up on the 
topic, most global: world terrorism. Terrorists’ attacks are now so widespread and unpredictable it’s 
frightening to let our children out of our homes. Terrorist organizations, such as ISIS, are tearing our world 
apart. Even in China, whose government is doing its’ absolute best to fight terrorists, we can observe the 
threat of spreading of radical Islamists. They’re armed, determined, unpredictable and fearless, that is 
what makes them so dangerous and frightens millions.
China, a very economically strong and stable socialist country of equality, whose people are willing to work 
for the welfare of humanity can’t just stay aside of this conflict, when it comes to the wellbeing of millions! 
We are ready to support any nations, who are desperately fighting those destroying the peaceful world we 
have been building for decades. We and ready to provide financial and humanitarian support, we are 
READY TO FIGHT! 
 If we unite, we are sure, it will be possible to put an end to terrorism and fear before it is too late to 
undertake any actions.
 The delegation of the People’s Republic of China hopes this conference will be extremely productive and 
is sure that all the participants will be able to achieve consent in all the problems mentioned in the 
agenda.
We thank the conference for the attention and yield the floor back to the Secretary General.



Correcting mistakes
 Start with the words ‘Honorable 
Secretary General, respected Chairs and 
members of the House,’
DO NOT USE ‘I’! 
USE ‘WE’ OR ‘OUR DELEGATION’ 
INSTEAD

Remember which country you are 
representing!

End your speech with the words: 
‘Thank you for your attention, we 
yield the floor back to the Secretary 
General’

Use official language and more 
complex grammar 
constructions



• Речь-ответ на Opening Speech 
делегата другой страны

1. Делегат поддерживает делегацию 
другой страны и дополняет его 
речь важными деталями

2. Делегат считает другую проблему 
более важной и не соглашается с 
другой делегацией

Right of Reply



Два пути Right of Reply

❑Вариант 1
•Address the House 
(always!)
•Thank the other 
delegation for their 
speech
•Say that you agree you 
the other delegation but 
would like to specify the 
problem

❑Вариант 2
•Address the House 
(always!)
•Thank the other 
delegation for their 
speech
•Say why you disagree with 
the delegate and speak 
about a different question 
of the Agenda

Продолжительность Right of Reply не более 1 минуты!


